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3.8  Pd IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES 

3.8.1  Introduction 

 In the previous discussions we derived equations for detection probability 

(Equations (3-106), (3-109), (3-110)) and showed that the use of a matched filter will 

provide the maximum SNR and dP  that can be obtained for a given set of radar 

parameters and a given, single transmitted pulse.  We term the resultant SNR and dP  

single pulse SNR and dP .  We now want to address the improvement in dP  that we can 

obtain by using multiple transmit pulses.  We will examine three techniques 

1. Coherent Integration 

2. Non-coherent Integration 

3. Cumulative Probability 

 

3.8.2  Coherent Integration 

 With coherent integration we insert a coherent integrator, or signal processor, 

between the matched filter and amplitude detector as shown in Figure 3-14.  This signal 

processor adds returns (thus the word integrator) from n pulses.  After it accumulates the 

n-pulse sum it performs the amplitude detection and threshold check.  In practice the 

process of forming the n-pulse sum is somewhat complex.  In one implementation, the 

signal processor samples the return from each transmit pulse at a spacing equal to the 

range resolution of the radar.  Thus, for example, if we were interested in a range window 

from 5 to 80 Km and had a range resolution of 150 m the signal processor would form 

75,000/150 or 500 samples for each pulse.  The signal processor stores the 500 samples 

for each pulse.  After it has stored n sets of 500 samples it sums across n to form 500 

sums. In modern, phased array radars with digital signal processors, the summation is 

accomplished by summers or FFTs.  In older, analog radars the summation (integration) 

is performed by filters or integrate-and-dump circuits similar to those used in 

communications receivers. 

 

 

Figure 3-14 – Location of the Coherent Integrator 

 

 We will first consider the effects of coherent integration on SNR and then discuss 

its effect on detection.  As we did in our previous studies we will separately consider the 

signal and noise for the SNR analysis, and noise and signal-plus-noise for the detection 

analyses. 
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3.8.2.1  SNR Analysis  

 For the signal, we assume that the amplitude of the signal on pulse k is given by  

   js k S e 
 

(note, we assume that we are looking at the specific range cell – out of 500 of the 

previous example – that contains the target return). (3-172) 

The formulation of  s k  in Equation (3-172) carries several assumptions about the 

target.  Specifically, it implies that the amplitude and phase of the signal returned from 

the target is constant, at least over the n pulses that are to be processed.  This means that 

we are assuming that the target is SW0/SW5, SW1 or SW3.  It does not admit SW2 or 

SW4 targets.  As we will show later, coherent integration offers no SNR benefit for SW2 

and SW4 targets. 

 The second assumption is that there is no Doppler on the target return.  If the 

target is moving, and will thus have a Doppler frequency, this Doppler frequency must be 

removed by the signal processor before the summation takes place.  In digital signal 

processors that use FFTs, Doppler removal is accomplished by the FFT.  In analog 

processors, Doppler is removed through the use of band pass filters tuned to various 

Doppler frequencies that cover the range of expected Doppler frequencies, or by mixers 

before the integrate-and-dump circuits. 

 If we sum over n pulses, the output of the summer will be (for the range cell or 

sample being investigated) 

   j

out

n

s s k n S e   . (3-173) 

If the signal power at the input to the summer is 

 
2

sin SP S P   (3-174) 

the signal power at the output of the summer will be 

 
22 2

sout SP n S n P  . (3-175) 

In these equations, SP  is the single-pulse signal power from the radar range equation. 

 

 We can write the noise at the input to the coherent integrator on the k
th

 pulse as 

       
1

2
I Qk k j k n n n . (3-176) 

If we sum over n pulses, the noise at the output of the summer will be 

      
1

2
out n I Q outI outQ

n n n

k k j k j
 

     
 

  n n n n n n . (3-177) 

The noise power at the output of the summer will be 
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      2 2

nout out out outI outQP E E E  n n n n . (3-178) 

 We now need to compute the two terms on the right of Equation (3-178).  We 

write 
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Since  I kn  is WSS and zero-mean 

   2 2

IE k k n . (3-180) 

We also assume that the noise samples are uncorrelated from pulse to pulse.  This means 

that  I kn  and  I ln  are uncorrelated k l  .  Since  I kn  and  I ln  are also zero-

mean we get 

      0I IE k l l k  n n . (3-181) 

If we use Equations (3-180) and (3-181) in Equation (3-179) we get 

  
2

2

2 2

nin
outI

nPn
E


 n  (3-182) 

where ninP  is the noise power at the output of the matched filter (the “single-pulse” noise 

term from the radar range equation with 1 pB  ). 

 By similar reasoning we have that 

  
2

2
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nin
outQ

nPn
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 n  (3-183) 

and, from Equation (3-178) 

    2 2

nout outI outQ ninP E E nP  n n . (3-184) 

 If we combine Equations (3-175) and (3-184) we find that the SNR at the output 

of the coherent integrator is 

  
2

S
out

nin

n P
SNR n SNR

nP
   (3-185) 

where SNR is the SNR at the output of the matched filter; or the SNR given by the radar 

range equation.  Thus, we conclude that the coherent integrator provides a factor of n 

gain in SNR, where n is the number of pulses integrated. 

 If the target is SW2 or SW4, coherent integration does not increase SNR.  This 

stems from the fact that, for SW2 and SW4 targets, the signal is not constant from pulse 
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to pulse but, instead, behaves like noise.  This means that we must treat the target signal 

the same as we do noise.  Thus in place of (3-173) we would write 

      
1

2
out I Q outI outQ

n n n

k k j k j
 

     
 

  s s s s s s . (3-186) 

If we follow the procedure we use for the noise case we would have that 

    2 2

2

S
outI outQ

nP
E E s s  (3-187) 

and 

    2 2

sout outI outQ SP E E NP  s s . (3-188) 

This would lead to the result 

 sout S
out

nout nin

P nP
SNR SNR

P nP
   . (3-189) 

In other words, the SNR at the coherent integrator output would be the same as the SNR 

at the matched filter output and the coherent integrator would offer no integration gain.   

 

3.8.2.2  Detection Analysis 

 We have addressed the signal power, the noise power and the SNR at the output 

of the coherent integrator.  In order to compute dP  we need to consider the form of the 

density function at the output of the signal processor.  We address the noise first.  

 From Equation (3-177) we have 

    
1

2
I Q outI outQ

n n

k j k j
 

   
 
 n n n n  (3-190) 

We note that each of the  I kn  and  Q kn  are independent, zero-mean, Gaussian 

random variables with equal variances of 
2 .  This means that outIn  and outQn  are zero-

mean, Gaussian random variables with variances of 
2 2n .  They are also independent.  

This is exactly the same as the conditions we had on the I and Q components of noise in 

the single pulse case.  This means that the density of the noise magnitude, outN , at the 

detector output will be of the form of Equation (3-12) and that the faP  equation is that 

given by Equation (3-105).  They will differ in that the 
2  in these two equations will be 

replaced by 
2n . 

 

 For the SW0/SW5 target, we can write 
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 v v v v v  (3-191) 

where each of the  I kv  and  Q kv  are independent, Gaussian random variable with 

equal variances of 2 .  The mean of  I kv  is cosS   and the mean of  Q kv  is sinS   

(see Equation (3-64)).  With this we have that outIv  and outQv  are also Gaussian.  Their 

variances are equal to 2n  and their means are cosnS   and sinnS  .  They are also 

independent.  In this case, the density of the signal-plus-noise magnitude, 
outV , at the 

detector output is will be of the form given in Equation (3-74) with S replaced by nS and 
2  replaced by 2n .  With this, we conclude that 

dP  is given by Equation (3-106) with 

SNR replaced by 

 
 

 
2

22
out

nS
SNR n SNR

n
   (3-192) 

where SNR is the single-pulse SNR given by the radar range equation. 

 

 For the SW1 and SW3 target we need to take an approach similar to that used in 

Section 3.4.4 for SW3 targets.  For SW1 and SW3 targets, the signal amplitude, S, and 

phase, , are constant across the n pulses that are coherently integrated.  However, the 

amplitude of the group of pulses, termed the coherent dwell, is governed by the SW1 or 

SW2 amplitude fluctuation density (Equations (3-38) and (3-48)).  The phase of the 

group of pulses is uniform as discussed in Section 3.4.  This means that, during the n 

pulses (coherent dwell), the signal plus noise for SW1 and SW3 targets is the same form 

as for the SW0/SW5 target.  That is,  I kv  and  Q kv  are independent, Gaussian 

random variables with variances of 
2  and means of cosS   and sinS  .  This means 

that the densities of outIv  and outQv , given that S and   are fixed, are also Gaussian with 

variances of 
2 2n  and means of cosnS   and sinnS  .  This was the same form of the 

conditional density that we had in the development of Section 3.4.4.  If we follow this 

argument through and follow the procedure of Section 3.4.4, we can derive the density 

function of the magnitude of outv  as 
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for the SW1 target and  
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for the SW3 target. 
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 By performing the appropriate integrals, it can be shown that the equations for 
dP  

are of the same form as Equations (3-109) and (3-110) with SNR replaced by nSNR.  In 

summary, the effects of coherent integration on dP  are easy to accommodate for 

SW0/SW5, SW1 and SW3 targets.  Specifically, one would use Equations (3-105), (3-

106), (3-109) and (3-110) with SNR replaced by nSNR. 

 

 For a SW2 target the signal-plus-noise,      2I Qk j kv v , is independent 

from pulse to pulse (across n).  Further,  I kv  and  Q kv  are zero-mean and Gaussian 

with variances of 
2

SP   (see Equation (3-57)).  Their sums are also zero-mean and 

Gaussian but have variances of  2 2Sn P  .  This means that the magnitude of outv  has 

the density 
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V  (3-195) 

 By performing the appropriate integration, we find that dP  is as given by 

Equation (3-109), with SNR equal to the single-pulse SNR.  In other words, the non-

coherent integrator does not affect detection probability. 

 Although more difficult, a similar development follows for the SW4 target.  Thus, 

as indicated earlier, coherent integration does not provide improvement in SNR or 

detection probability for a SW2 and SW4 target. 

 

 In the above development we made some ideal assumptions concerning the target 

based on the fact that we were collecting, and summing, returns from a sequence of n 

pulses.  In particular we assumed that the target amplitude was constant from pulse to 

pulse.  Further, we assumed that we sampled the output of the matched filter at its peak.  

In practice neither of these is strictly true.  First, we really can’t expect to sample the 

matched filter output at the peak of the target return.  Because of this, the SNR in 

Equation (3-185) will not be the SNR at the matched filter output (the SNR given by the 

radar range equation).  It will be some smaller value.  We usually account for this by 

degrading SNR by a factor we call range straddling loss.  If the samples (the 500 samples 

of the aforementioned example) are spaced one range resolution cell apart, the range 

straddling loss is usually taken to be 3 dB. 

 There are other reasons that the signal into the coherent integrator will vary.  One 

is target motion.  This will create a Doppler frequency which will cause phase variations 

from pulse to pulse (which translate to amplitude variations in the I and Q components).  

If the Doppler frequency is large enough so as to cause large phase variations the gain of 

the coherent integrator will be nullified.  In general, if the Doppler frequency is greater 

than about PRF n  the coherent integration gain will be nullified.  In fact, the coherent 

integration will most likely result in a SNR reduction.  Doppler frequency offsets can be 

circumvented by using banks of coherent integrators that are tuned to different Doppler 
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frequencies.  This is usually accomplished by FFTs in digital signal processors and band 

pass filters in analog processors. 

 Another degradation that is related to Doppler is termed range gate walk.  

Because of non-zero range rate, the target signal will move relative to the location of the 

various samples that are fed to the coherent integrator.  This means that, over the n 

pulses, the signal amplitude will change.  As indicated above, this could result in a 

degradation of SNR at the output of the coherent integrator.  In practical radars, designers 

take steps to avoid range walk by not integrating too many pulses.  Unavoidable range 

walk is usually accounted for by including a small (less than 1 dB) SNR degradation 

(SNR loss). 

 Still another factor that causes the signal amplitude to vary is the fact that the 

coherent integration may take place while the radar scans its beam across the target.  The 

scanning beam will cause the TG  and RG  terms in the radar range equation to vary across 

the n pulses that are coherently integrated.  As before, this will degrade the SNR and its 

effects are included in what is termed a beam scanning loss.  This loss, or degradation, is 

usually 1 to 3 dB in a well designed radar. 

 Phased array radars have a similar problem.  For phase array radars the beam 

doesn’t move continuously (in most cases) but in discrete steps.  This means that the 

phased array radar may not point the beam directly at the target.  This means, in turn, that 

the TG  and RG  of the radar range equation will not be their maximum values.  As with 

the other cases, this phenomena is accommodated through the inclusion of a loss term 

called, in this case, beam shape loss.  Typical values of beam shape loss are 1 to 3 dB. 

 

3.8.3  Non-coherent Integration 

 We now want to discuss non-coherent, or post-detection, integration.  The name 

post-detection integration derives from the fact that the integrator, or summer, is placed 

after the amplitude or square law detector as shown in Figure 3-15.  The name non-

coherent integration derives from the fact that, since the signal has undergone amplitude 

or square law detection, the phase information is lost.  The non-coherent integrator 

operates in the same fashion as the coherent integrator (see the discussion at the 

beginning of the previous section) in that it sums the returns from n pulses before 

performing the threshold check.  

 

 

Figure 3-15 – Location of the Non-coherent Integrator 

 

 A non-coherent integrator can be implemented in several ways.  In older radars it 

was implemented via the persistence on displays plus the integrating capability of a 

human operator.  These types of non-coherent integrators are very difficult to analyze and 
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will not be considered in this course.   The reader is referred to the Radar Handbook by 

Skolnik. 

 A second implementation is termed an m-of-n detector and uses more of a logic 

circuit rather than a device that integrates.  Simply stated, the radar examines the output 

of the threshold device for n pulses.  If a DETECT is declared on any m of those n pulses 

the radar declares a target detection.  This type of implementation is also termed a dual 

threshold detector.  Again, we will not discuss this type of non-coherent integrator in this 

class.  Its analysis is reasonably straight forward for SW0/SW5, SW2 and SW4 targets 

but becomes more difficult for SW1 and SW3 targets. 

 The third type of non-coherent detector is implemented as a summer or integrator.  

In older radars low-pass filters were used to implement them.  In newer radars they are 

implemented in special purpose hardware or the radar computer as digital summers.  

They operate as described in the beginning of the discussion of coherent integrators.   

 For SW0/SW5, SW1 and SW3 targets the main advantage of a non-coherent 

integrator over a coherent integrator is hardware simplicity.  As indicated in earlier 

discussions, coherent integrators must contend with the effects of target Doppler.  In 

terms of hardware implementation, this usually translates to increased complexity of the 

coherent integrator.  Specifically, it is usually necessary to implement a bank of coherent 

integrators that are tuned to various Doppler frequencies.  Because of this, one will need 

a number of integrators equal to the number of range cells in the search window 

multiplied by the number of Doppler bands needed to cover the Doppler frequency range 

of interest.  Although not directly stated earlier, this will also require a larger number of 

amplitude (or square law) detectors and threshold devices. 

 Since the non-coherent integrator is placed after the amplitude detector, it does 

not need to accommodate multiple Doppler frequencies.  This lies in the fact that the 

amplitude detection process recovers the signal (plus noise) amplitude without regard to 

phase (i.e. Doppler).  Because of this, number of integrators is reduced; it is equal to the 

number of range cells in the search window. 

 It will be recalled that coherent integration offers no improvement in detection 

probability for SW2 or SW4 targets.  In fact, it can degrade detection probability relative 

to that that can be obtained from a single pulse.  In contrast, non-coherent integration can 

offer significant improvement in detection probability relative to a single pulse.  It is 

interesting to note that some radar designers are using various schemes, such as 

frequency hopping, to force targets to exhibit SW2 or SW4 characteristics so as to exploit 

the significant detection probability improvement offered by non-coherent integration. 

 Analysis of non-coherent integrators is much more complicated that analysis of 

coherent integrators because the integration takes place after the non-linear process of 

amplitude or square law detection.  From our previous work we note that the density 

functions of the magnitude of noise and signal-plus-noise are somewhat complex.  More 

importantly, they are not Gaussian.  This means that when we sum the outputs from 

successive pulses we cannot conclude that the density function of the sum of signals will 

be Gaussian (as we can if the density function of each term in the sum was Gaussian).  In 

fact, the density functions become very complicated.  This has the further ramification 
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that the computation of faP  and 
dP  becomes very complicated.  Analysts such as 

DiFranco and Rubin, Marcum, Swerling, and Mayer and Meyer have devoted 

considerable energy to analyzing non-coherent integrators and documenting the results of 

these analyses.  We will not attempt to duplicate the analyses here.  Instead, we present 

the results of their labor.  The equations below are those that one could use to compute 

faP , and 
dP  for each of the five types of Swerling targets. 

 The equation for faP  at the output of the n-pulse, non-coherent integrator is 

 

   1 2 1 ln
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n e
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. (3-196) 

Because of arithmetic problems it is often better to use the natural log of Equation (3-

196) or 
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          (3-197) 

As with the single pulse case, one normally specifies faP  and then use Equation (3-196) 

or Equation (3-197) to compute TNR  to use in the dP  equations below. 

 The dP  equation for the five target types we have studied are 
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 SW1: 
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 SW2: 
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In the above  1 ,d faP S P  is the single pulse, SW0/SW5 detection probability equation 

defined earlier (Equation (3-106)).   rI x  is the modified Bessel function of the first kind 

and order r, and, 

  
0

,
!

a n xx e
a n dx

n



    (3-203) 

is the incomplete gamma function.  The SNR values in the above equations are the single-

pulse SNR values defined by the radar range equation.  Also, the above equations are 

based on the assumption that the amplitude detector is a square law detector.  It turns out 

that they also apply well to the case where the amplitude detector is a magnitude detector. 

 In many applications it is cumbersome to implement the above faP  and 
dP  

equations.  As a result of this we often resort to graphical techniques and rules-of-thumb 

developed from the graphical techniques.   

 

 

Figure 3-16 – Curves Used for Graphical Analysis of Non-coherent Integration 

 

 An example of a figure we use for the graphical technique is shown in Figure 3-

16.  This figure is a plot of improvement factor, I(n), of the non-coherent integrator 

versus number of pulses integrated, n.  To relate I(n) to our previous work, we would set 
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   10logI n n  (3-204) 

for a coherent integrator.  Thus, I(n) is the effective increase in SNR, in dB, afforded by 

an n -pulse non-coherent integrator and the type of target specified.  The plot of Figure 

3-16 was generated for  

 80.693 10faP     (3-205) 

but should apply reasonably well to other values of faP . 

 To use the curves one would use the following procedure 

 Decide on a desired faP , target type and number of pulses integrated, and an 

estimated dP . 

 Use the appropriate curve to compute the appropriate I(n). 

 Increase the single-pulse SNR (computed from the radar range equation) by 

I(n). 

 Use the resulting increased SNR and desired faP  in (3-105) and (3-106), (3-

109) or (3-110) as appropriate to compute the actual dP .  If the actual dP  

differs from the estimated dP  by a significant amount it may be necessary to 

estimate a new dP  and repeat the process. 

 

3.8.4  Example 

 As an example of how one might compute the effects of coherent and non-

coherent integration we will consider an example.  The radar in this example employs a 

continuously rotating antenna that completes a rotation in scanT  seconds.  The radar 

operates with a fixed PRI of T seconds.  Finally, the antenna has an azimuth beamwidth 

of AZ  degrees.  We will not be directly concerned with the specific elevation 

beamwidth.  We will state that the elevation beamwidth and target elevation position are 

such that the antenna beam will be centered on the target, in elevation, as the beam scans 

by it. 

 We want to incorporate a coherent or non-coherent integrator that will integrate 

target returns as the beam scans by the target.  In order to determine the integration gain 

offered by the integrators we need to determine the number of target return pulses the 

radar will receive as the beam scans by the target. 

 Since the antenna moves 360º in scanT  seconds the antenna angular rate is 

 
360

 deg/sec
scanT

  . (3-206) 

The reciprocal of the angular rate is 
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1

 sec/deg
360

scanT



  . (3-207) 

 We are interested in the time it takes the beam to move an azimuth beamwidth, or 

AZ  degrees.  We denote this dwell  and write 

  sec/bw
360

scan
dwell AZ AZ

T
     . (3-208) 

dwell  is often called the dwell time or the time on target and is the length of time that the 

antenna beam is “looking at the target”. 

 As the beam scans by the target the radar will receive a target return pulse every 

PRI, or T seconds.  Thus, the number of target return pulses received during dwell  will be 

  pulses/bw
360

dwell scan AZ
PulInt

T
N

T T

 
  . (3-209) 

PulIntN  is the number of pulses that can be coherently or non-coherently integrated. 

 As a specific example we consider a radar that has a scan period of 0.5 secscanT 

, an azimuth beamwidth of 1.5 degAZ   and a PRI of 600 sT  .  With this we get 

 
6

0.5 1.5
3.47 or 3 pulses/bw

360 600 10
PulIntN




 

 
 (3-210) 

 If we were to coherently integrate the 3 pulses we would get a coherent 

integration gain of 3, or about 4.8 dB (this assumes we have a SW0/SW5, SW1 or SW3 

target).  For the non-coherent integration gain we would use the curves of Figure 3-16.  

For a SW0/SW5, SW1 or SW3 target and a desired dP  of 0.9, the non-coherent 

integration gain would be about 4 dB.  If the target was SW2, (and the desired dP  was 

0.9, the integration gain will be about 9 dB.  For a SW4 target the non-coherent 

integration gain would be about 7 dB.   

 We point out that the radar will not realize all of the integration gain specified 

above.  The reason for this is that not all of the pulses are at the peak SNR predicted by 

the RRE.  Over the beamwidth, the SNR can vary by 3 dB.  To account for this we 

incorporate a loss term of 1.6 dB.  This would reduce the effective integration gain by 1.6 

dB.  If we account for the fact that the target may, in fact, not be centered in the elevation 

beam we would need to incorporate another loss of 1.6 dB for a total loss of 3.2 dB.  

Thus, the coherent integration gain above would be, effectively, 1.6 dB.  The non-

coherent gain for the SW0/SW5/SW1/SW3 target would be 0.8 dB and the integration 

gains for the SW2 and SW4 targets would be, respectively, 5.8 and 3.8 dB. 

 If the radar uses a phased array antenna we would compute PulIntN  somewhat 

differently.  With phased array antennas the beam (usually) doesn’t move continuously.  

Instead, it moves in steps, dwelling at particular beam positions for dwell  seconds.  In this 

case the number of pulses that could be integrated would equal the number of pulses per 

dwell, or  
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 dwell
PulIntN

T


 . (3-211) 

 An interesting observation of the above example is that for the SW2 case the non-

coherent integration gain is 9 dB and for the SW4 case it is 7 dB.  Both if these non-

coherent integration gains are greater than 10log(n).  This is an interesting feature of non-

coherent integration gains for SW2 and SW4 targets.  That is, the non-coherent 

integration varies with 
m

PulIntn  where m is a number that can be significantly larger than 

unity.  In fact, for SW2 type targets m varies between about 0.8 and 2.5 depending upon 

PulIntn  and dP .  The lower value would apply when the desired dP  is 0.5 and the upper 

limit would apply when the desired dP  is 0.99.  For SW4 targets it varies between about 

0.75 and 1.7. 

 Sometimes it is convenient to have a rule of thumb for computing non-coherent 

integration gain, instead of having to rely on figures like Figure 3-16.  A good rule of 

thumb for SW0/SW5, SW1 and SW3 targets is that the integration gain is equal to 
0.8

PulIntn . 

For SW2 and SW4 targets, the factors are as discussed in the previous paragraph. 

 

3.8.5  Cumulative Detection Probability 

 The third technique we examine for increasing detection probability is through the 

use of multiple detection attempts.  Although we group it with integration techniques, we 

don’t analyze it in terms of its effect on SNR.  We focus directly on its effect on dP , and 

faP .  The premise behind the multiple detection attempt approach is that if we attempt to 

detect the target several times, we will increase the overall detection probability.  We can 

formally state the multiple detection problem as follows. 

If we check for threshold crossing several on several occasions, 

what is the probability that the signal-plus-noise voltage for a 

target will cross the threshold at least once.  Thus, suppose, for 

example, we check for a threshold crossing on 3 occasions.  

We want to determine the probability of a threshold crossing 

on any 1, 2 or 3 of the occasions. 

To compute the appropriate probabilities we must use probability theory. 

 To develop the technique we start by considering the events of the occurance of a 

threshold crossing on two occasions.  We denote these two events as 

 1D  - Threshold crossing on occasion 1 

 2D  - Threshold crossing on occasion 2. 

If we form the event 

 1 2 = D D D , (3-212) 
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where  denotes the union, then D  is the event consisting of a threshold crossing on 

occasion 1, or occasion 2, or occasions 1 and 2.  Since D  is the event of interest to us we 

want to find the probability that it will occur.  That is we want  

    1 2P PD D D . (3-213) 

From probability theory we can write 

          1 2 1 2 1 2P P P P P   D D D D D D D  (3-214) 

where 1 2D D  represents the intersection of 1D  and 2D  and is the event consisting of a 

threshold crossing on occasion 1 and 2.  The first two probability terms on the right side, 

 1P D  and  2P D  are computed using (3-106), (3-109), (3-110), (3-198), (3-199), (3-

200), (3-201) or (3-202) depending upon the target type and whether or not non-coherent 

integration is used. 

 To compute the third term,  1 2P D D , we need to make an assumption about 

the events  1D  and 2D .  Specifically, we must assume that they are independent.  This, in 

turn places a limitation on when we can use cumulative detection concepts.  Specifically, 

we should only use cumulative detection concepts on a scan-to-scan basis.  If we do, we 

are assured that the detection events on successive scans are independent.  If we try to use 

cumulative detection concepts on a pulse-to-pulse basis we must be careful.  For a 

SW0/SW5, signal-plus-noise will be independent on a pulse-to-pulse basis because the 

“randomness” is due solely to noise, which is indeed independent on a pulse-to-pulse 

basis.  Signal-plus-noise will also be independent on a pulse-to-pulse basis for SW2 and 

SW4 targets since both the signal and noise are independent on a pulse-to-pulse basis (by 

definition).  Signal-plus-noise will not be independent on a pulse-to-pulse basis for SW1 

and SW3 targets.  This stems from the fact that the signal is random but is correlated on a 

pulse-to-pulse basis.  Thus, the signal-plus-noise will be correlated on a pulse-to-pulse 

basis.  Since the signal-plus-noise is correlated on a pulse-to-pulse basis it cannot, by 

definition, be independent on a pulse-to-pulse basis.  Further, since the events 1D  and 2D  

depend upon signal-plus-noise, they are also not independent on a pulse-to-pulse basis. 

 If 1D  and 2D  are independent we can write 

      1 2 1 2P P PD D D D  (3-215) 

and 

          1 2 1 2P P P P P  D D D D D . (3-216) 

As an example, suppose    1 2 0.9P P D D .  Using Equation (3-216) we would obtain 

 
         1 2 1 2

0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.8 0.81 0.99

P P P P P  

      

D D D D D
. (3-217) 
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 While Equation (3-216) is reasonably easy to implement for two events, its 

extension to many events is difficult.  In order to set the stage for such an extension we 

consider a different means of determining  P D .  We begin by observing that 

 i iS D D  (3-218) 

where S  is the universe and iD  is the complement of iD .  iD  contains all elements that 

are in S  but not in iD .  By the definition of iD  we note that iD  and iD  are mutually 

exclusive.  We also note that   1P S .  With this we get 

        1 i i i iP P P P   S D D D D  (3-219) 

and 

    1i iP P D D . (3-220) 

 To proceed with the derivation we let 

 1 2D D D  (3-221) 

and 

    1 2 1 2 S D D D D D D . (3-222) 

From Equation (3-219) we get 

    1 2 1 21 P P D D D D  (3-223) 

By DeMogan’s Law we can write 

  1 2 1 2D D D D  (3-224) 

and 

    1 2 1 21 P P D D D D . (3-225) 

Now, since 1D  and 2D  are independent so are 1D  and 2D .  If we use this along with 

Equation (3-221) we can write 

      1 21P P P D D D . (3-226) 

Finally, making use of Equation (3-220) we obtain 

           
2

1 2

1

1 1 1 1 1 k

k

P P P P


      D D D D  (3-227) 

We can now generalize Equation (3-227) to any number of events.  Specifically, if 

 1 2 3 ND D D D D  (3-228) 
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where 
1 2 3, , ND D D D  are independent then 

     
1

1 1
N

k

k

P P


  D D  (3-229) 

As an example of the use of Equations (3-227) or (3-229) we consider the previous 

example wherein    1 2 0.9P P D D .  With this we get 

 
          

   

2

1 2

1

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.1 0.1 0.99

k

k

P P P P


      

       

D D D D
 (3-230) 

 We now want to restate Equation (3-230) in terminology more directly related to 

detection probability.  To that end we write 

  
1

1 1
N

dcum dk

k

P P


    (3-231) 

where dcumP  is the cumulative detection probability over N  scans and dkP  is the detection 

probability on the k
th

 scan. 

 In addition to increasing detection probability, the use of cumulative detection 

techniques also increases false alarm probability.  In fact, if we consider the false alarm 

case we can express Equation (3-231) as 

  
1

1 1
N

facum fak

k

P P


    (3-232) 

In the case of false alarm probability we usually have that  1,fak faP P k N    and write 

  1 1
N

facum faP P    (3-233) 

If we further recall that 1faP  we can write 

 facum faP NP . (3-234) 

Equation (3-234) tells us that when we use cumulative detection concepts we should 

compute the individual dkP ’s using fak facumP P N  where facumP  is the desired false alarm 

probability. 

 As a rule of thumb, you should not invoke cumulative detection concepts in a 

fashion that allows any dkP  to be such that the SNR per scan falls below 10 to 13 dB.  If 

the SNR is below 10 to 13 dB the radar will likely not be able to establish track on a 

target it has detected.  If this is stated in terms of dkP , you should never let any dkP  fall 

below about 0.5. 


